Abstract-Efficient scalar quantization tables for LPC k-parameters were developed using a distortion measure based on just-noticeabledifferences (JND's) in formant parameters of the speech spectrum envelope. Forty percent fewer bits were required than the 4l/frame used in conventional approaches. An empirical technique was developed for relating perturbations in k-parameters and formant parameters. New estimates were obtained for the values of the formant JND's: they are about four times the steady-state values reported by Flanagan [6] and increase sharply above approximately 1.5 kHz.
Fig. 1. Illustration of tolerable distortions of the speech spectral envelope
as bounded by just-noticeable-differences (JND's) in formant center frequencies, bandwidths, and intensities. We assume the tolerances are most accurate around 1.5 kHz. Changes in interformant valley frequencies and intensities are perceptually far more tolerable than changes in the formant (spectral peak) parameters.
formant center frequency, bandwidth, and intensity, using sustained synthetic vowels (JNDF = 3-5 percent, JNDB = 20-40 percent, JNDI = 1-3 dB). The perceptibility of changes in intervalley intensity (JNDV = 10 dB) was far less than for formant intensity. Standard LPC quantization techniques make qualitative use of the greater perceptual sensitivity to spectral peaks than to valleys [17] . It is reasonable to adopt vowel tolerances for the design of quantization rules for all speech sounds, as the vowel tolerances are most stringent (e.g., Tremain [24] ). However, knowledge of perception gained since Flanagan's work suggests significant modification of his JND tolerances. Klatt [ 161 showed that temporal dynamics of natural speech cause changes in the fundamental frequency to be less perceptible (JNDfo = 1.7 percent) than for unnatural stationary speech (JNDfo = 0.25 percent). Comparison to Flanagan and Saslow's [9] measurements of JNDfo ( = 0.3 -0.5 percent) for sustained speech sounds suggests that Klatt's finding may also apply to the formant JND's. Indications that the formant JND's vary with frequency, with the third formant being least sensitive, are evident in vocoder development (e.g., Flanagan [7] ). A more detailed guide to the unknown frequency dependence of formant JND's may be found in pitch theory studies. Goldstein [ 131 found from the psychophysics of fundamental pitch for complex-tone stimuli that precision in aural measurement of component stimulus frequencies depends upon frequency, as shown in Fig. 2 . Experimen- tal and theoretical studies of perceptual implications of auditory-nerve physiology [14] , [28] , [21] , [23] suggest that a similar frequency dependence might be expected in auditory processing of speech signals.
In the study reported here, we examined the contribution of the suggested modifications of Flanagan's formant JND's to efficient quantization of LPC filter parameters. Our technique was to generate a family of quantization tables for the LPC reflection coefficients on the basis of various assumed values of the formant JND's (Section 11), and then to choose the appropriate quantization by psychophysical experimentation (Section 111). Following our suggested modifications of Flanagan's formant JND's, the JND's were assumed to be frequency dependent following the piecewise linear curve in Fig. 2 . As a basis for comparison, quantization tables were also generated assuming frequency-independent JND's. In both cases, the actual values of the formant JND's were taken as multiples of the minimum values reported by Flanagan [6] . Examination in Sections IV-VI of the properties of the appropriate quantization table found in Section I11 supports our claim that more efficient scalar LPC quantization is obtained from systematic application of psychoacoustical knowledge.
DERIVATION OF THE PERCEPTUALLY BASED k-PARAMETER QUANTIZATION
In this section, we develop the computational procedures for relating JND-based spectral envelope tolerances to LPC parameter tolerances. We treat the allowable perturbation Aki of each LPC parameter as though it were a single-valued function of its original value k,, and construct quantization tables for each presumed JND-based spectral envelope tolerance. These quantization tables are then used to generate synthetic speech in which all ten coefficients are simultaneously quantized. The choice of an appropriate quantization table is made in Section I11 on the basis of psychophysical evaluation of the quality of the quantized speech. Finally, in Section VI the appropriate formant JND's are ascertained by examining the actual formant perturbations produced by perceptually acceptable simultaneous quantization of the LPC parameters.
A. The JND Distortion Measure
Previous distortion measures suggested for speech spectral envelope encoding apply continuous cost functions on the spectral error (i.e., squared error). We used a binary cost function instead. Given the short-term spectral envelope of a speech frame calculated from the full precision LPC parameters, we define the class of spectra having all their formant parameters within the JND's of the original sound as being equivalent. Thus, inaccuracy in the LPC model parameters due to quantization is permitted until one of the deviated formant parameters crosses its JND boundary, each parameter being equally weighted. Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed measure. The JND's are different for each formant, and the decision is an OR decision: if any one of the three (for this particular example) difference vectors emerges from its box, the penalty is 1, otherwise it is 0.
A more general geometric formulation can be given.
DeJinition I: Let NF be the number of formants in a given spectrum. Let N = 4 * NF. We define the N-dimensional formant space to be the space spanned by the 3 * NF formant parameters (its center frequency, bandwidth, and intensity) and the first NF interformant valleys. Dejnition 2: Let NF and N be as in definition 1. Let JNDF,, JNDB,, and JNDZ,, be the suitable JND's of the ith formant. Let JNDVi be the JND of the intensity of the ith vallky. The JND box is the N-dimensional box, its size in the Fi dimension, i = 1, * , NF, is 2 * JNDF,; identical definitions hold for the JND box size in the B,, Z,, and vi dimensions. Now let us look at the N-dimensional formant space, defined ,by a typical vowel spectrum. The full precision spectrum fixes a point S o in this space, around which the appropriate JND box is constructed. In order to be equivalent, the point representing the quantized spectrum, S 4 , should be inside the JND box. If this is the case, the penalty is 0; otherwise, it should be 1. The dimension of the formant space varies from one frame to another, according to the number of formants existing in the speech spectrum considered.
Our objective is to find the allowable perturbations of the LPC parameters that produce perceptually equivalent spectra. Clearly, we need to specify first the appropriate values of the formant parameter JND's. To every formant parameter a suitable JND curve is attached according to the piecewise linear curve in Fig. 2 . Their behavior upon frequency is identical, the difference is in the value of the minimum point, JNDmin. Dejnition 3: The JNDM set of curves is a set of four JND curves (JNDF, JNDB, JNDZ, JNDV), their corresponding JNDmin points are the minimum values found by Flanagan (JNDFmin = 3 percent, JNDBmin = 20 percent, JNDlmin = 1 dB, JNDVmin = 10 dB), multiplied by M .
The value of M is to be found in Section 111.
B. Single-Parameter Perturbation Analysis For a given speech frame, there is a deterministic relation between the LPC parameter vector k and the spectral envelope which it represents. Recursive procedures for this relation are well known, and recently, a direct but complicated expression for the relation between the cepstral coefficients and k was proposed [22] .
Because of the AR model structure, it is evident that the effect upon the spectral envelope caused by a perturbation of one of the components of k is dependent upon the values of the other components of k . However, a multiparameter perturbation analysis would be unrealistic even in computer simulations because of the enormous number of computations it would require. Despite the interaction, which a priori is expected to be considerable, in the following we ignore it and calculate the statistics of the maximum perturbation of a single coefficient ki for a presumed tolerable JND-based spectral envelope perturbation. In Section VI we examine the effect of the interparameter interactions due to simultaneous quantization of the coefficients.
The perturbation analysis procedure is described by the flowchart in Fig. 3 . It was performed only on the voiced frames of the database. The signal analysis conditions are described at the end of this section. The procedure begins with the estimation of the reflection coefficients for the current frame. The resultant k vector, comprising P ordered reflection coefficients, is then processed through the two branches of the flowchart. In the left branch, the full precision LPC spectrum envelope is computed from k to be the basis for the extraction of the precise values of the formant parameter vectors F", B O , I", F V " , and V" (formant frequencies, bandwidths, intensities, valley frequencies, and valley intensities, as in Fig. 1 ). Note that the superscripts have been added to the symbols of Fig. 1 to distinguish between the original and the perturbed values. The formant and valley frequencies F" and FV" are used to determine the appropriate JNDF, JNDZ, JNDB, and JNDV using the JNDM set of curves, from which the JND box is constructed. The JND box is located in the formant space, around the full precision vector S o , defined by F", I", BO, F V " , and V". Both So and the JND box are fixed in this position until the perturbation analysis of each of the reflection coefficients of the current frame is completed.
In the right branch, the perturbed spectrum envelope is created in the following way: being in the ith step of the procedure (i.e., examining the ith reflection coefficient), the perturbation coefficient is set to k? = kj + A, while other coefficients remain at their original full precision Now the JND-distortion measure is applied in the formant space, checking whether the perturbed vector S* is inside the JND box located around the full precision vector S o . If this is the case, k? is further modified, while all the others remain constant (i.e., k? = k? + A and k? = kk, j # i), and the new S* is again examined. The allowable deviation of ki is defined as dki = ki*, -ki where ki*, is the value of k?, which first causes 's* to exit the JND box.
After dki is found, the perturbed vector k* is returned to its full precision value, k* = k , and the next reflection coefficient ki+ is examined, with the JND box and its location still unchanged. After analyzing the last component kp, the next voiced frame is analyzed, yielding a new nonquantized k vector, on which the same analysis is performed.
Natural speech consisting of five speech segments, each 20 s long, spoken by three males and two females, provided the database. High-quality FM radio broadcasts of news programs in Hebrew were digitized at a 10 kHz sample rate, using a 12 bit A-D converter preceded by a fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter set at 4 kHz. A tenth-order double-precision linear prediction with the autocorrelation method (e.g., [ I S ] ) was performed on a Hamming window weighted, 25 ms nonoverlapped, preemphasized frame. The preemphasis coefficient was set to be 0.9375. Since this study applied to voiced speech sounds, the analysis was carried out only on the voiced frames which were selected by a voiced-unvoiced decision made on energy observations only.
During the perturbation analysis, an adaptive step size searching algorithm was used, ending with a minimum step size of A = 0.005. A perturbation in each direction was separately examined.
C. Perceptually Allowed k-Parameter Deviation Functions
In each cycle of the analysis, the allowable parameter perturbations dki, i = 1, * -, P , are determined for each voiced frame in the database. The measured perturbations as a function of the unperturbed value are organized in histograms, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The range of each parameter ki is divided into N bins ( N = 401, and the measured parameter perturbations are represented statistically by the mean and standard deviations for each bin, E{dk:) and a{dk:} as given by Ln E{dk;) = (l/Ln) dk:
where n = 1, -, N , i = 1 , ---, P , N is the number of bins in ( -1, + 1 ) , L, is the number of occurrences of ki in the nth bin, and dki is the allowed deviation for the jth occurrence. It is assumed that the database is sufficiently large to cover most of the interrelations between the components of k, so that E{dkr} and var {dk:} are accurate enough.
Next, for each coefficient kj we smoothed the "measurements" E{dkr} by a polynomial function, using a weighted minimum-mean-square-error curve fitting. The polynomial order was selected to be Q , Q = 1, 2, 3, or 4, depending on the measurements. The weighting function was the pdf of the considered ki, that is, L,/C:= L,, for the nth bin. A similar procedure was performed on the measured standard deviation a{&:}, n = 1,
Examples of the smoothed polynomial function E { d k j } , together with its corresponding standard deviation zone (which is determined by the smoothed polynomial function var { d k i ) ) are shown in Fig. 5(a)-(c) , for the first three reflection coefficients, based upon our scaled formant perturbation tolerance JND4. ' Results for the remaining seven coefficients (with JND4) are given in Appendix A. Each plot of 1 ) the source distribution histogram pdfkj; 2) the perceptually allowed "measured" average deviations E { d k f ) ; and 3) the perceptually allowed smoothed deviation curve E{dki) with its corresponding standard deviation zone.
The endpoints for each coefficient were determined by a range within which 95 percent of the area under the curve of pdfki is concentrated. It should be noted that each pdfkj was measured on a large database containing five 1.25 min speech segments.
Several observations are noteworthy. 1) Each reflection coefficient has its unique perceptually allowed deviation curve. The shape as well as the amount of the deviation are different from one curve to another.
2) For a given kj, a similar curve is obtained when the male speakers and the female speakers are evaluated separately.
3) The same curve is valid for a perturbation in both directions.
4) The standard deviation is relatively small, indicating that the allowable deviation is tightly related to its unperturbed value.
5 ) For different scaled values of the formant JND's, the curves for each k-parameter are nearly multiples of one another, increasing with the increasing JND scaling. Thus, the unique shape of each k-parameter is preserved over the range of the JND scalings.
D. Parameter Quantization Laws
The construction of the k-parameter quantization law from the perceptually allowed deviation function E( } is as follows. Let us denote E{ ldkiI } = g(k). At each point k,, g(k,) is the amount of the perceptually allowed deviation in k around k,, and l/(g(ko)) gives the perceptually recommended relative density of the quantization levels for k,. One may represent this nonuniform density function as a uniform density l l ( v ( p ) ) of a transformed parameter p . That is, it is desired to find a mapping 6: k -+ p such that the perceptually allowed deviation of p will be a constant, say, v(p) = 1. Let pi = 6(ki) andpj = +(kj).
Then, for every ki and kj, the number of quantization lev- In order to find the quantization law for k, the inverse mapping 4-l (i.e., k as a function of p ) has to be found.
Recalling that g ( e ) is a polynomial function (see Section 11-C), for polynomial order less than three an explicit solution for 4-l exists; for higher orders, an iterative solution of (3) should be performed. Given the inverse mapping, the nonuniform quantization boundaries of k are the inverse values of the pb's, while the quantization levels are the k's corresponding to the p " s . The k-parameter quantization laws constructed in this manner are given in Appendix B for a formant tolerance scaling JND4.
. . . 
PSYCHOACOUSTICAL EXPERIMENTS I A . Methods
As a first step in the psyclioacoustical experiments, we create a library of speech segments containing an original speech segment followed by synthesized speech segments, each of which is a member of a different equivalent class of signals representifig the original. Each of these classes is defined by the quantization laws for a different JND scaling of the formant perturbation tolerances. The technique we used to produce each synthesized segment was a special version of a back-to-back residual excited LPC-io coder, shown in Fig. 6 . In this version, the full precision (16 bit per sample) residual signal excites the LPC synthesis filter, defined by the appropriately quantized reflection coefficients.
The algorithm for the linear prediction yields both the current reflection coefficients vector k and its matched residual signal e(n) (see Section 11-B for further details on LPC procedures). Feeding the full precision filter (defined by the full precision vector k), with the full precision e@), yields a synthesized output which is the original input frame, except for a negligible truncation error due to the
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finite word length of the processor. The synthesized speech segments in our library were produced by feeding this full precision residual signal into filters with the same structure, but with the quantized reflection coefficient vector kq, according to the desired .quantization tables. Two points are noteworthy. 1) Since e(n) is the full precision inverse filter response to the original speech, it contains minimum information about the spectral envelope. This causes the synthesized speech spectral envelope to be affected mainly by the quantization error k -k 4 .
2) Only the JND's for voiced frames were examined since the psychophysical data apply to such sounds. Larger JND's are expected for unvoiced sounds. Thus, no processing was performed on the unvoiced frames and each unvoiced frame was represented by its original waveform.
The database for the psychophysical experiments comprises natural speech consisting of four 6 s long speech segments spoken by two females and two males. Different speakers than those of the database in Section 11-B were used. Special care was given to ensure that in each of the speech segments all the voiced phonemes would occur with equal probability. The analysis conditions in creating the database are as described at the end of Section
The speech material was presented to the subjects in two intervals, each of 6 s. The two intervals are the original segment, ORG, followed by one of the JND segments, which was randomly selected. The subject's task was to scale the quality of the second interval; the lowest mark was 1, the highest was 9. The ORG speech segment was also a candidate for the second interval, to provide a control on the reliability of the ratings given by each listener.
Each speech segment in the database was scaled by the subjects in a 140-trial experiment to provide data on the mean and its standard deviation. Four subjects participated in the experiments, two females and two males. No prelearning of the library segments was conducted.
B. Psychophysical Results I
The results of our basic psychophysical experiments are summarized in Fig. 7 . Only the unshaded points (for ORG and formant tolerance scalings JNDM, M = 3, 4, 5, 6 ) are relevant to the task considered in this section, .namely, the selection of the appropriate formant JND's for natural speech. We shall refer to the shaded points (for JND7flat) later, in Section V-A. As the subjects were not given prelearning sessions, the first 10 trials were not included in the average and standard deviation calculations. A similar trend of the quality ratings is observed for all listeners and speakers. The average scores of ORG are slightly better than JND3 and JND4. However, there is a considerable overlapping of the distributions. An abrupt deterioration in perceived quality at JND5 points to the adequacy of JND4 scaling for preserving the original 'quality.
11-B.
FLAT Fig. 7 . Measurement of the appropriate quantization law for natural speech.
Each entry is based on intersubject averages of quality ratings and standard deviations by four listeners to four 6 s speech segments.
It is important to emphasize that a stringent criterion was used by the subjects in their judgments. Since the subject was asked to rate the quality of a 6 s long speech segment, repetition of the examined segments in a 140-trial experiment focuses the subject's attention upon the finest details of the stimulus. Therefore, this experiment should be categorized as a discrimination experiment. However, this is not the situation in a natural speech conversation; indeed, all the listeners were unable to discriminate between ORG, JND3, JND4, and JND5 in the first 10-20 sessions. Thus, the scorings of Fig. 7 apply to a stringent psychophysical discrimination task, that is, the measurement of the JND's for natural speech sounds.
IV. BIT ALLOCATION FOR JND4 QUANTIZATION
The significance of our psychophysical result (in Section 111-B)-that good speech quality is preserved by JND4 k-parameter quantization-is that far fewer quantization levels are required than are used in conventional scalar quantization designs. Recall from Section 11-D that the number of quantization levels for each k-parameter is given directly by the deviation function pi (k). Table I shows the maximum values of p(k), pmax = p(kmax), for each ki. Rounding pmax upward to the nearest integer (shown in parentheses in Table I ) gives the number of different levels that are distinguished for each kparameter. The number of bits required to represent these levels is shown in the rightmost column of Table I . The total number of bits is 23.58. Thus, all 10 k-parameters could be specified with a binary word of 24 bits by grouping the coefficients as shown by the implementation in Table I . In contrast, 41 bits are used to encode the k-parameters of each frame in conventional LPC quantization Questions arise in judging whether the greater efficiency of the JND4 quantization implies that these quantization laws make better use of properties of perception than conventional approaches. It is possible that conven-~4 1 . tional quantization is conservative, having stopped 'far short of the minimum number of quantization levels that could be derived from conventional design logic. Therefore, we must compare a conventional quantizer, which has been well designed, using 24 bits with a JND4 quantizer. This is done in Section V. A second question that arises concerns the role in the quantization laws played by the frequency dependence we imposed upon the format JND's. While it is reasonable that greater tolerances at higher formant frequencies could add to the efficiency of the quantization laws, what evidence have we that such greater tolerances exist? A complete treatment of this question is outside the scope of this report. However, it is demonstrated in the next section that the presumed greater tolerances at high formant frequencies contribute significantly to the JND4 quantization efficiency.
V. PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS I1
The objective of the experiments reported in this section is to evaluate the speech quality generated by backto-back LPC synthesis in which the k-parameters for the resynthesized speech are quantized with a similar number of levels tis in JND4 quantization, but having a different distribution of levels. The same methods are employed as described earlier in Section 111-A.
A . LAR and JNDFlat Quantization
Conventional quantization will be represented by a log area ratio (LAR) quantizer. This method assumes that the form of the allowed k-parameter deviation function is [25] gi(k) = (1 -P)/Ci, -1 < k < 1.
(4)
Then the function that specifies the required number of quantization levels is To construct a 24 bit quantization law, it is only necessary to find the value of the constants Ci that satisfies 10 log2 , J I pi(kimx) = 24.
(6)
Following Viswanathan et al. [26] , we used the unequal step size scheme (Ci is a function of i) with the same range of ki as in the JND quantization (Section 11-D and Appendix B). We label this quantization law as LAR24.
The second quantization law we wish to evaluate is based upon the same perturbation analysis procedure described in Sections 11-B and -C, with the single modification that the formant parameter tolerances are assumed to be insensitive to the formant frequency. Thus, Flanagan's formant JND's were scaled uniformly for all formants, and quantization tables were computed as before. Multiplication of Flanagan's formant JND's by 7 gave a quantization table with a similar number of levels as the JND4 quantization; specifically, 24 bits were required. We label this quantization law as JND7flat.
B. Psychophysical Results II
The quality judgments for the LAR24 quantization are summarized in Fig. 8 . Recall (Section 111-A) that the speech material was presented to the subjects in two intervals of 6 s each. The original speech segment was presented first, followed by a random selection of the LAR24 quantized version, the JND4 quantized version, or the unmodified original. The subjects' quality ratings on the second interval clearly indicate that LAR24 was inferior to JND4. Specifically, with reference to Fig. 7 , it was judged as intermediate to the quality of JNDS and JND6.
The quality judgments for JND7Flat quantization are included in Fig. 7 . These judgments were actually made during the same experimental sessions for which the JNDM data were collected; that is, during the second presentation interval of the basic experiment, JND7Flat was one of the possible speech signals. Of course, knowledge that 24 bits of JNDM quantization preserved good quality was obtained in preliminary experiments. Clearly, the quality of JND7Flat was also judged inferior to that of JND4; specifically, it was similar in quality rating to JND6.
VI. FORMANT PARAMETER PERTURBATIONS DUE TO SIMULTANEOUS QUANTIZATION OF LPC PARAMETERS
The empirical computational and psychophysical procedures we used to determine that JND4 is an efficient quantization law were designed to answer two questions. 1) What are the formant JND's for dynamic speech? 2) What is the physical relation between k-parameter and formant perturbations? Yet, although we now have estimated perceptually acceptable tolerances for the k-parameters, we are not able to answer either of those questions. This is so because the perceptually allowed k-parameter deviation functions (Section 11-C) relate formant parameter perturbations to individual k-parameter perturbations. The quantization tables were, of course, applied simultaneously to quantize all 10 k-parameters. Therefore, we cannot infer the formant JND's from the perceptual acceptability of JND4 quantization.
To estimate the formant JND's from our earlier results, the actual formant parameter perturbations produced by JND4 quantization were systematically measured. For this purpose, the procedure described in Fig. 9 was applied on a database consisting of four 1.25 min long speech segments spoken by the same speakers as in Section 111-A. Each voiced frame in the database was LPC analyzed, yielding the reflection coefficient vector k to reproduce the simultaneously quantized k q . Formant parameters were then extracted from both spectrum envelopes evaluated from k and k q , providing the full precision and quantized formant parameters F, B , Z, F V , and Vand F q , B q , Zq, F V q , and V q , respectively (see Fig. l l ) , from which the particular deviation in every dimension was calculated. In parallel, from F and F V , the reference JND's were computed using the frequency dependence shown in Fig. 2 with JNDFmin = 3 percent, JNDBmin = 20 percent, JNDZmin = 1 dB, and JNDVmin = 5 dB. Note that, except for an inconsequential change in the last value, the minimum reference JND's are Flanagan's steady-state values. Finally, we calculate the absolute ratio factor (FACX, in Fig. 9 ) between the actual deviation (ADX, in Fig. 9 ) and the frequency-dependent reference JND's (JNDXr, in Fig. 9 ) for every formant dimension ("X" in Fig. 9 ) and for each formant ("i" in Fig. 9 ).
Probability distribution functions were computed [ Fig.  lO(a)-(c) ] for the first three formants. Only ratio factors less than 15 were included to eliminate possible influence of incorrect formant feature extraction (which occurred in less than 5 percent of the examined frames). It is clear that the actual deviation is only slightly above four times the reference JND's, especially in the formant intensity parameters.
Thus, we now have approximate, although very useful answers, to the two questions posed earlier in this section: JND4 k-parameter quantization produces formant parameter perturbations of 4-5 times the reference JND's from which the quantization law was derived; and the formant JND's for dynamic speech are at least as large as 4 times the frequency-dependent reference JND's. than the 41 bits per frame of standard approaches. The psychoacoustical knowledge we applied comprised the perceptual tolerances to perturbations (i.e., just-noticeable-differences) in the formant parameters of the shortterm spectral envelope of each speech frame, as first proposed by Flanagan for formant vocoder design. We measured new estimates for the values of the 'formant parameter JND's of about four times the steady-state measurements originally reported by Flanagan; and in addition, these values increase sharply above approximately 1.5 kHz. A new empirical technique, based on measured speech statistics, was developed for relating perturbations of the LPC k-parameters and formant parameters. A-graphical summary comparing the efficiencies of the different quantization laws is given in Fig. 1 1, while Fig.  12 summarizes our new measurements of the formant parameter JND's for the short-term spectral envelope of a speech frame. The latter data are more fundamental for speech system design, while the former data represent a particular speech system realization supporting the general thesis that speech system design benefits from systematic application of psychoacoustical knowledge. 
